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The impact of mineral policy on the economic
contribution of mining in South Africa
RESEARCH SUMMARY

Eunomix Research has completed an independent empirical analysis of the
impact mineral policy has had on the performance and socioeconomic
contribution of the mining sector in South Africa over the past twenty years.

Research objective and context

As the South African government sets out to address

South Africa’s mineral policy seeks to “promote and

key policies – the MPRDA and the Mining Charter – it is ur-

facilitate an increase in mining activity and in value added

gent that policy efficacy be effectively measured, and that it

in mineral resources extracted.” It provides a framework for

be improved where it is demonstrably failing.

improving the industry’s economic contribution while mitigat-

The Eunomix Research study focused on determining

ing its health and environmental risks. The implementation of

whether South Africa’s mining policy has positively affected

“transformation policies that redress past imbalances through

the expansion of the mining sector and its economic contri-

broader participation in the mineral sector” has been pivotal.
South Africa’s progressive policy has transferred custody of the mineral resource to the state. It relies on the private

bution – two key objectives of the policy.
The study then forecasted the expected future impact
of policy.

sector for exploration, development, extraction and transfor-

The analysis was submitted to the Department of Mineral

mation of mineral resources. The goals of policy have been

Resources as part of the Mining Charter consultation process.

accepted as necessary for the sustainability of the industry, for
addressing historic legacies and for improving the socioeconomic contribution of mining.
However, the form of policy and its efficacy have been
the subject of intense debate and dispute. This has contributed to continuing policy instability, resulting in policy uncertainty. Policy instability and uncertainty degrade policy quality, no matter its ultimate objectives.
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Key findings

South Africa’s mineral policy interventions over the past two decades have had a detrimental effect on the economic contribution and
performance of the sector. Furthermore, these interventions have failed to deliver some of its key socioeconomic objectives. The
overall efficacy of South Africa’s mineral policy has been low.
While a continuation of past policy would drive
further decline in the performance of the sector,
recent policy announcements bear the tentative
promise of a turnaround.

Discussion

For instance until recently, mine safety regulation was

Health and safety, environmental and transformation

enforced in a manner that suggested the belief in a trade-off

objectives represent critical goals of South Africa’s mineral

between safety and production. Yet, there is no evidence that

policy. Further reducing mining-related fatalities and injuries

such trade-offs exist.

remains imperative. Rebalancing ownership is essential to
improving the sector’s economic contribution and its social
acceptability.
In some instances a tradeoff between objectives may be unavoidable; and achieving health
and safety-related, social or environmental gains at the expense
of economic performance may
be necessary. But the relationship
between overall economic contribution objectives – such as value

A key feature of the South African mining
debate has been the widespread contention
that growth is inimical to transformation, and
conversely that transformation necessarily
costs growth.

addition and employment – and
non-economic ones has been in-

This hypothesis remains untested.

The mining sector is a complex system, this is not sufficiently understood.

decline. Short of war, this does not happen in the oil and gas
sector, which is far more resilient to changing conditions.
The South African mining sector has been challenged
by commodity prices and demand, input and operating costs,
and mineral policy.
Strategy has been the only remaining lever available

Lack of solid data and analysis feeds into the sector’s

to the sector’s quest for viability, through diversification and

heated debates, and contributes to lower policy efficacy –

through optimisation (divestiture, farming, consolidation and

both in design and in outcomes.

mechanisation).

The sector’s process of value creation is determined by

Investment in exploration and development, far below

four interrelated factors: i) commodity prices and demand;

the inherent potential of the country’s mineral endowment,

ii) input and operating costs; iii) corporate strategy; and, iv)

has been the unavoidable casualty. When four out of three

mineral policy.

value creation factors are negative, the risks overrun the op-

Any one factor can either positively or negatively influ-

portunity. Investment dries up.

ence the others. The Eunomix Research study, previous work

Fixing mineral policy would reduce uncertainty, im-

done by the company and international research show that

prove quality, and drive lower costs. This would lead to an

the last three factors can either improve performance relative

improvement in the attractiveness and investibility of South

to commodity prices, or damage it.

Africa’s extraordinary mineral endowment. The resulting im-

Rare in mining are the cases where economic contribu-

provements in the performance and the economic contribu-

tion improves at the expense of performance. When this hap-

tion of the sector need not come at the expense of safety, en-

African mining debate has been the widespread contention

pens it preludes sector decline. Similarly, rare are the cases

vironmental and transformation objectives, but may very well

that growth is inimical to transformation, and conversely that

where continued increases in input and operating costs with-

advance them with appropriate regulation and enforcement.

transformation necessarily costs growth. This hypothesis re-

out commensurate increases in commodity prices fail to lead

Recent policy announcements bear a tentative promise

mains untested and is probably incorrect. However, it has in-

to decline. Eunomix Research data shows that even in situa-

fluenced policy, sometimes explicitly, often implicitly.

tions of stable or rising commodity prices, mining can durably

sufficiently measured.
A key feature of the South

of a turnaround.
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When four out of three value creation factors are negative, the risks overrun

Investment in exploration and development, far below the inherent

the opportunity. Investment dries up.

potential of the country’s mineral endowment, has been the unavoidable
casualty of the sector’s challenges.

South Africa’s mining production expanded by a moderate

Since 1993 employment in mining has been highly volatile.

10% during the last 2000s supercycle. That expansion was

It has reacted negatively to price and the MPRDA. MC 1

less than during the 1960s supercycle. Since the mid-1980s,

and 2 did not impact employment creation. MPRDA 1

and bar the brief expansion of the second supercycle,

dented employment creation during the supercycle.

production has declined continuously. It has hovered at

MPRDA 2 was also followed by a drop in employment. MC3

historic lows since 2008.

occurs in a downcycle.

Resource rents increased during the supercycle, and peaked

The share of mining in GFCF has been similarly volatile.

in 2008. They were then driven by coal rents which have

It grew after 1994 but halved during the first years of the

since declined fourfold. Mineral rents did not experience the

supercycle, coinciding with the MPRDA. It recovered until

same peak, and performed slightly better than coal rents

2009, and declined until a slight recovery in 2016. SA

after 2009, but have continuously declined since 2013.

mining did not greatly benefit from the supercycle,
reaching no more than 12% of total GFCF.

3

Between 2002 and 2018 mining in the GDP of South Africa

Investment in mining failed to register consistent growth

has remained stagnant. In comparison it grew by over 25%

during the supercycle. It declined between 2002 and 2005

in Canada, and by over 100% in Australia. During the peri-

(MPRDA). It flatlined at twice its 2002 levels for 10 years.

od, South Africa’s economy grew less than that of these two

It continuously increased in Australia, to explode between

countries. This highlights the extent of the stagnation of the

2010 and 2012. The divergence reached a 4.5 times

sector in a low growth economy.

magnitude in 2012.
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TESTIMONIALS
REGINALD HAMAN, CHIEF RISK OFFICER, Eunomix made a presentation to our Board on scenarios for the future of South Africa

We are experts on emergent nations and markets,

ROYAL BAFOKENG PLATINUM

and the implications of country risk for our company. Their rigorous and innovative use
of economic and political data was excellent. We then hired Eunomix to support the development of a new strategy and strategy development process. Our objective was to

with proficiency in resource-rich countries and fragile states, and a deep focus on Africa. Blending economics and

do strategy differently: i) bring rigor in the analysis relevant internal and external factors

political science with strategy, risk management and communications, we have extensively worked in mining and

and their impact; ii) integrate strategy, business planning and business development

extractives, infrastructure and transporation, and manufacturing.

into one coherent process. Eunomix delivered above expectations.

Founded in 2009, Eunomix has become a reputed advisor and a trusted voice, providing advances in analysis and
action through innovative and rigorous approaches.

MIKE TEKE, CEO, SERETI COAL,

PRESIDENT OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
CHAMBER OF MINES 2015-2017

Having worked with Eunomix and being exposed to their work, specifically, Claude
Baissac, they have depth of talent in understanding, simplifying and advising on global
politics, global socio economic matters and global risk on human progress. Their value add is immense for governments, business and social development organisations.
South Africa continues to benefit from Eunomix’s approach.

Beyond consulting, we seek to contribute to the quest for resilient and sustainable societies through research and
engagement. Eunomix Research is a specialised division dedicated to contributing to public policy and corporate
practices that impact the growth and development of countries and their communities. Eunomix Research does
this by conducting and distributing research that has public value, is original and of the highest standard.

MZILA I. MTHENJANE, EXECUTIVE HEAD, Working with Eunomix provided an objective and insightful approach to country risk
STAKEHOLDER ACCOUNTABILITY,

understanding and developing a strategic response. As such, current political events

EXXARO

are viewed within a longer term perspective.

THOMAS FAROLE, LEAD ECONOMIST,

Claude and the Eunomix team have been supporting us with top quality research and

WORLD BANK

analysis for many years. We've benefited enormously from Eunomix's technical expertise and strategic insights on issues of spatial development, trade and industrial policy,
and political economy. And their deep experience across the African continent is a
major asset.

We work with governments toward sustainable investment, growth and empowering socioeconomic
development. We support investment climate improvement, develop growth strategies and special
economic zones, conduct sectors and clusters development, and help investment projects come to fruition.

We assist corporates
manage exposure
to country risk and investment climate, and deliver
opportunity in a responsible manner toward shared
value. Our work is focused on corporate strategy,
scenario planning, enterprise resilience and risk
management.

NEAL FRONEMAN, CEO,
SIBANYESTILLWATER

Eunomix’s insightful analysis of the socio-economic and political landscape represented
an invaluable contribution towards the evolution of our company’s business strategy.
Their experts provided well-researched findings backed up by credible models and
strong empirical evidence for clearly articulated scenarios. Our resilience to succeed
in a volatile and uncertain future has been substantially enhanced through access to
Eunomix’s strategic intelligence.

PAUL SKIVINGTON, CHIEF RISK
OFFICER, IMPLATS 2007-2016

In my time as Chief Risk Officer at Implats, Eunomix provided over a significant period
of time a concise and relevant analysis of political and country risk. In addition, Eunomix
were able to provide very useful inputs to strategic risk issues such as environmental
and economic risk. Their insights were very well received by the Executive and the
Board.
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